Through the use of ten different color/key variations, customers operating multiple networks in common areas can physically segregate their network throughout the system, from the backbone to the equipment panel.

Primary colors and keys are available in red, blue, yellow and green, with additional, secondary options for up to ten different color/keying configurations. Only connectors and adapters of the same color will intermate, and no standard product can plug into a secure adapter.

Product Classification

Regional Availability
- Asia
- Australia/New Zealand
- Europe
- Latin America
- North America

Portfolio
NETCONNECT®

Product Type
Fiber adapter pack

Product Series
SECURE

General Specifications

Body Style
- Duplex
- Straight orientation

Interface
LC/UPC

Total Ports, quantity
24

Optical Specifications

Fiber Mode
- Multimode
- Singlemode

Packaging and Weights

Packaging quantity
1

Packaging Type
Bag